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Statement of Practice

My sculptures and photographs act as agents of the past. Their existence in contemporary
context creates a tension between past and present, a liminal space, where viewers experience
romantic nostalgia and uneasiness. Amidst the mixed chronologies, a combination of surrealist
fantasy and reminiscent reality locate my work between somewhere and nowhere.
Subject matter of my work discusses humanity in two modes--human figure and objects
within human experiences.
Humans or other anthropomorphic references in my work embody the idea of “being”.
They become relatable beings, interactive figures inducing emotional empathy. For instance, the
theatricality of their facial expressions or body language mimic the physical gestures of being
human, hinting at aliveness. As the theater of sculpture evokes memories, viewers construct
specific stories. Despite their inanimacy and materiality, the uncanny sculptures transform from
being an object into an existence that develops empathetic relationships with viewers.
Objects in my still life are conduits of human experiences. They signify a particular
space, atmosphere, and experiences of the space to stimulate a memory. The setup becomes
immersive and personal, for it acts as a background where the viewer can become a player.
Swinging between real life and the imaginary, the read of the work undulates within time and
space.
Inspired by the color palette and surface treatment of classical paintings and sculptures,
my work exhibits quaintness. I employ highly contrasting lightings, and muted colors from the
paintings of Caravaggio and Zurbaran to generate visual tension, and drama. The combination of
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black slip and white terra-sigillata, creates washed effects, alluding to patina.
The surface treatment and building process embodies the birth, distortion, and
evanescence of memory. This involves taking certain information out while exaggerating or
highlighting other. Materializing memory from spontaneous decision making, and actions
becomes a three-dimensional sketching.

The Process

My process begins with building subjects in clay. Hand-building in clay to me is
shaping the flesh of actors and objects in a very intuitive and honest manner. From my
industrious and labor intensive mark making, beings and objects are born. Sculptural ideas
originate from the amalgamation of personal history, and interest. The impulse to materialize
an idea occurs organically, and unpredictably.
Revealing my presence in work stems from classical methodology of figure sculpting.
The consistent surface treatment and building language become my signature. The color
contrast from applying black slip then thinly coating with white terra-sigillata unveils and
accentuates the marks, manifesting my touch and myself. My surface treatment also embodies
the idea of sketch drawing in three-dimension, for I equate spontaneous pencil marks on paper
to highlighted finger marks on ceramic sculpture.
Constructing additional supporting structures expands the emotional and physical realm
of sculptures. Materials such as plastic drop cloth, fabric, and wood, empower the subject
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matter and build a contextual architecture. Due to the muted colored and monochromatic
sculptures, I mainly incorporate materials that are simple, anchromatic, raw or less refined. The
directness of materials furthermore coincides with the straight-forward line making in
sketching.
The last step of my process is photographing work. Photos of my ceramic sculptures are
simultaneously considered as documentation and photography art. Inspired by avant-garde film
cinematography, I create a quasi-surrealist space that elicits emotional reactions. The formal
display and narrative context are significantly considered to comprise a scene. After capturing a
number of different moments, I digitally refine or manipulate photos to produce the final piece.
At the end, presenting photography work in my practice is claiming the existence of a specific
world.

BFA Thesis Show: Tuning within 0°C/32°F

As BFA Thesis Show, Tuning within 0°C/32°F embodies my most current studio practice
that evolved throughout the senior year. The title Tuning within 0°C/32°F originates from the
liminal state of water at 0°C/32°F, a melting point and freezing point. It reflects my attempt to
discuss humanity within the fine thresholds of present and past, reality and fantasy.
The show consists of four ceramic sculptures and seven photographs of the sculptures.
Collectively, work exhibits the intermediate state between frozen and thawing world, embodying
the title.
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Photography work is presented at the front as a window of a frozen world. It captures the
life of sculptures. The sense of otherworldliness becomes stronger for no one can grasp their
existence. Over the wall, sculptures exist in a current reality, while narrating nostalgic fantasy.
Contrary to the photographs where the space is captured frozen, sculptures exist in the space of
viewer to open up the limbo-like world. In the three-dimensional space, sculptures become more
intimate and lively by generating imaginary empathetic conversation--as if they are thawing from
the frozen state.

Technical Statement

The clay body that I use is a reclaimed clay, mostly consisted of stoneware. I often add
grog to strengthen the clay body. The texture then becomes similar to flameware clay body’s.
However, for a work that requires great detail, I add paper pulp instead of adding more grog. The
consistency of clay body that I work with is usually softer than the clay fresh out of the bag. It
takes time to stiffen up, but it gives more time to model even after it gets exposed in the air.
My surface treatment starts by applying Archie Bray black slip at leather-hard state, when
the work holds itself sturdy enough that slip could go on. I usually mix black slip into condensed
milk consistency with little less water.
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1. Black Slip Recipe
Archie Bray Black Slip △10
Alberta Slip

80

Ball Clay

20

Chrome Oxide
Cobalt Oxide
Red Iron Oxide
Bentonite

7.8
1.7
1.7
2.0

Add:

2. Terra-Sigillata
Matthew Metz Terra-sigillata Recipe △04-10
Distilled Water

28 cups

Calgon/Darvan

40 grams

Grolleg Powder

4kg

Directions:
Combine all in 5 gallon bucket, then blunge (shar) and let sit overnight. Dip sig off the top to
use – do not stir. Bottom layer of sig will be thicker and can be used as slip.

Depending on how much I desire to exhibit my mark, the thickness and thinness of
terra-sigillata is determined. To test out the density of terra-sigillata, I recommend applying a
coat on a bone-dry greenware and observe how opaque terra-sigillata coats the surface within
the first couple seconds after the application. The opacity of sig right after the application
roughly shows how it will come out after firing. Terra-sigillata dries pretty fast, and as it dries,
it becomes more opaque. If an opaque coat is desired, bisque firing to cone 06 (1830℉, 999℃)
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then applying terra-sigillata works the best. I prefer a thinner terra-sigillata application to
highlight my marks. For a bit more translucent coat, I quickly stir to terra-sigillata two or three
times (in this case the sig is fully matured, aged more than a month) so that the bottom layer of
sig slightly blends in more with the top layer. I often pour or spray terra-sigillata with an aide
of an electric fan. When dunking small sculptures into terra-sigillata, an electric fan dries the
surface faster to dunk once more.
I once-fire my work up to cone 6 (2232℉, 1222℃). Since it is a once-firing, for electric
kiln, I program slow bisque cycle to cone 6. I usually do not hold the kiln unless the clay is still
wet or the walls are thicker than an inch. To fire a slightly wet sculpture, I put a ceramic bowl
filled with water for the firing to help the drying process.

Firing Cycle to Cone 6 (for manual electric kiln)
Segment

Rate ℉/hr

Temperature

1

80

250

2

200

1000

3

100

1300

4

180

1700

5

200

2100

6

150

2232
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Photos from senior art show (May 7, 2016)
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